
Brent License Ref: SR-0364 Khalife Lounge, 4 Heatherpark Drive, HA0 1NZ, 
Objection to License 

Hi Vanesha (and FAO: Licensing Inspector - Esther Chan)  

Thank you for your reply.  

I understand from your email that "Khalifa Lounge" does not currently hold license 
and their license application is under review. 

Can you please give further information on what kind of license they have applied 
for? Have they applied for Music and alcohol License? What hours have they applied 
to operate under? 

As we don’t have full information on what type of license they have applied for, we 
would like to object under the below category for now: 

Category-3: The Prevention of Public Nuisance 

        “Khalifa Lounge” has been playing loud music at weekends and some weekdays. 
There has been an ongoing problem in our neighbourhood for last couple of months 
in regards to Public Nuisance. Brent Noise Team is currently investigating recent 
complaints.  

        “Khalifa Lounge” is a Shisha Lounge. They have an open backyard space where 
people smoke. Music is being played in this open backyard space where no noise 
prevention methods are applied, no walls to protect the noise getting out of their 
premises and it has been extremely disturbing to neighbours.  

        Music is being played using loud speakers and microphones are used for live 
singing.  

        Music is being played at random hours usually starting around 9.30pm up until 
1:30am at nights. 

        Number of neighbours have recently complained to Brent Noise Team. Our 
ongoing Brent Noise complaint Ref is: 16776/18 and noise control team has served 
the “Khalifa lounge” with notice on 12th Dec 2018.  

        Please note: I am also sharing here the same complaints of neighbours who are 
in the copy of this email.  

        This is the clear case of Statutory Noise Nuisance and we are awaiting Brent to 
resolve this matter as soon as possible. 
  

“Khalia Lounge” is located between residential area and they can be allowed to 
operate only until 11pm latest. 



No music license must be granted for “Khalifa Lounge” as their guests use open 
space in backyard for smoking and there is no possibility to limit the loud-music 
noise getting out of their premises, especially when loudspeakers and microphones 
are used. 

There is ongoing issues caused by alcohol and causing public disorders by drunk 
people in this area. Allowing one more business to such license permission is further 
increasing problems in this area. 

Please kindly confirm this objection has been registered and let us know further 
steps that will be taken to address these concerns. Also, kindly advice on my queries 
on what exact type of license they are seeking permission for?  

  

Thanks 

Shaivali Shah 

Address: 27 The Grange, HA0 1SY 
 


